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Abstract
This paper suggests an infrastructure perspective, as suggested by Star and Bowker (2006), as an analytical framework for studying the research evaluation landscape. An infrastructure is suggested to be understood, not as a concrete technology, but as a system of contextual factors including ‘Actors/Stakeholders’, ‘Technical systems’, and ‘Evaluation practices’. How the framework can be operationalized is exemplified by examples from previous and ongoing research, as well as by identify gaps in current research.

Introduction
Research evaluation and resource allocation systems permeates academic research, and while evaluation practices per se are well established, there is also a growing literature on research evaluation systems and the effects they are having on ‘the science system’ (de Rijcke et.al, In press).

The aim of this paper is to briefly outline a framework for understanding the complex landscape of research evaluation; and in particular evaluation systems based on the use of bibliometric indicators, to identify from what different perspectives these systems can be analysed and understood as an infrastructure (Star & Bowker, 2006). The basis for developing the framework is examples from previous and current research, as well by identifying gaps in research so far.

Background
Over the last three or so decades, we have seen substantial changes in the governance of science (e.g. Whitley and Gläser, 2007); a change that from a policy perspective has been described as change from a linear model to an innovation systems model (e.g. Elzinga, 1995). These changes are often seen as related to the notion of ‘new public management’ (NPM) and the concepts of the audit and/or evaluation society (Dahler-Larsen, 2012).

There have been different suggestions on how we can gain a theoretical understanding of the development of research evaluation systems, both as a general development in research policy and governance, and suggestions of theories contributing to our understanding of particular aspects of the research evaluation systems. There is a long standing discussion in bibliometrics and STS research on the meaning of citations, e.g. drawing on semiotics (Cronin, 2000), or more along the lines of this paper, Wouters’ (2014) suggestion to view the
citations as an infrastructure. Recently, Åström and colleagues (2016) suggested ‘boundary objects’ as a way to theoretically conceptualize scholarly and scientific publications in relation to bibliometrics based research evaluation systems. To understand some of the stakeholders involved in research evaluation processes, Petersohn (In press) has utilized theories on how professions develop. In relation to bibliometrics based research evaluation systems, the conceptualization of research fields and disciplines is also an important aspect, both in terms of how we understand what constitutes fields and disciplines as entities per se (Sugimoto & Weingart, 2015); and how fields are defined in bibliometric analyses and research evaluation systems (Åström et.al, 2016).

Research on the evaluation landscape has been described as having four main research foci: how academic institutions are affected by decreased governmental funding at the same time as NPM related forms of academic governance are introduced, what assessment mechanisms are utilized in national and regional evaluation systems, identifying the dynamics in science and innovation systems, and the effects of indicator use on knowledge production. This last focus address issues of for instance strategic behaviour of scholars/scientists in response to evaluation indicators; and when discussing indicator use in research practices, research on different stakeholders is also brought to attention (de Rijcke et.al, In press).

Infrastructures
Star and Bowker (2006) describes infrastructures as representing “one of a number of possible distributions of tasks and properties between hardware, software and people” (Star & Bowker, 2006, p. 232). Drawing on this perspective, we suggest that the evaluation landscape can be understood through the concept of infrastructures, supplying us with an analytical framework for studying evaluation practices. Furthermore, we suggest a categorization of the elements in the evaluation infrastructure in correspondence with Star and Bowker, where “people” take into account the various actors or stakeholders involved in evaluation processes, where “hardware” is understood from the perspective of technical and auxiliary systems, and where “software” represents the evaluation practices per se.

The aspects defined in the categorization are by no means supposed to be considered mutually exclusive, in the same way that categories within these aspects are also often overlapping in many ways. The framework presented here is an attempt at conceptualizing the different aspects of the research evaluation landscape for structured analyses.

“People”: Actors/Stakeholders
The research evaluation landscape is populated by a great variety of actors, such as individual scholars, scientists and research groups; research institutes studying research evaluation; local research administration and services; research funding agencies; national government agencies; research evaluation organizations; and ‘content providers’ (de Rijcke et.al, In press).

There is a variation of types of organizations, from commercial enterprises, over independent research institutes, to public universities and government organizations, all of which taking part in evaluation practices, in academic research on evaluation practices and the formation of research evaluation policies. The roles of these different actors are often intersecting and overlapping; and there is a substantial diffusion of roles and interests both in-between and within groups of actors. The role of university libraries, as part of local research administration and governance, as well as a service institutions for scholars and scientists has
been analysed by Åström and Hansson (2013) and Sabrina Petersohn (2016); and Petersohn (Forthcoming) is also studying organizations bordering between being academic research institutes and research evaluation consultants; and how such expert organizations provide professional expertise for the implementation of national research policy measures.

“Hardware”: Technical & auxiliary systems
The aspect traditionally most associated with infrastructures is technical systems, in the case of bibliometrics based research evaluation, primarily bibliographical databases, citation indices and publication repositories. These exist on many different levels: local, national and international, in terms of coverage, and in terms of where and by whom the databases are developed, from locally developed institutional repositories to international databases produced by large commercial entities. To this can also be added a development where traditional databases are appended by a number of new systems of various kinds: there is a growing market for ‘Current Research Information Systems’ (CRIS), as well as for instance research funding application systems; and to this should also be added systems for bibliometric analyses, where there is a great variation from software developed by individuals to commercial research evaluation tools.

This technical infrastructure has primarily been analysed from perspectives of technical evaluations of the functionality of the systems per se; and the practical applicability of systems in relation to certain evaluation systems and/or practices. Research on the technical infrastructure in a larger context of the research evaluation landscape, however, is rare. This is not for the lack of interesting research questions to address. One issue is of course the implications of – and the different dynamics created by – the use of for instance international citation indices as opposed to locally developed systems. Another complex of questions is related to the increasing communication between systems, where data is being communicated between local publication archives, national research funding application systems, and international citation indices. An example of an attempt at addressing questions related to the technical infrastructures and bibliometrics based research evaluation is recently initiated research on classification issues in relation to bibliometric indicators, where classification systems is seen as a part of a technical infrastructure understood from the point of view of ‘boundary object’ theory (Åström et.al, 2016).

“Software”: Evaluation practices
The part of the research evaluation infrastructure that arguably have received the most attention from scholars and scientists, is the evaluation practices per se. For instance, the relation between national and local resource allocation systems have been investigated in the Swedish context (Hammarfelt et.al, In press), while Hicks (2012) have analysed performance-based university research funding systems from a broader perspective.

An important aspect of the evaluation practices is how they relate to wider research policy issues. The most immediate example is of course resource allocation systems building on publication and/or citation indicators, but equally important is other funding and reward programmes, mandates on issues related to for instance research data management and open access issues.
Discussion
The purpose of this paper has been to suggest an analytical framework for understanding the effects of research evaluation systems on academia and academic research. Aside from studying the effects per se, as in how for instance scholars and scientists adapt to evaluation criteria in their work, a focus on a broad understanding of the infrastructure is presented, taking into account stakeholders, technical systems and practices. This allows for a structured mapping the evaluation landscape, not the least from a perspective of understanding the ‘materialities’ of research evaluation; and how different aspects of the infrastructure interact.

The complexities found in the evaluation landscape, not the least in terms of how different roles and practices interact, are brought up as an important aspects to consider when analysing regimes of accountability together with the citation infrastructure (Wouters, 2014); strengthening our claim that the infrastructure perspective can be a valuable framework for understanding research evaluation practices as an activity on the borders between science, science policy and research evaluation as a commercial enterprise.
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